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Abstract
Local field potentials (LFPs) are signals that measure electrical activity in
localized cortical regions from multiple implanted tetrodes in the human or animal brain. They can be treated as multivariate functional data (i.e., curves
observed at many tetrodes spread across a patch on the surface of the cortex).
Most multivariate functional data contain both global features (which are shared
in common to all curves) as well isolated features (common only to a small subset of curves). The goal is this paper is to develop a procedure for capturing
this common features. We propose a novel tree-structured functional principal
component (filt-fPC) model through low-dimensional functional representation,
specifically via filtration. A popular approach to dimension reduction of functional data is functional principal components analysis (fPCA). Ordinary fPCA
can only capture the major information of one population, but fail to reveal the
similarity of variation pattern of different groups, which is potentially related to
functional connectivity of brain. One major advantage of the proposed filt-fPC
method is the ability to extracting components that are common to multiple
groups, and meanwhile preserves the idiosyncratic individual features of different
groups, leading to a parsimonious and interpretable low dimensional representation of multivariate functional data. Another advantage is that the extracted
functional principal components satisfy the orthonormal property for each set,
making filt-fPC scores easy to be obtained. The proposed filt-fPC method was
employed to study the impact of a shock (induced stroke) on the functional organization structure of the rat brain. Finally we point to further directions as this
filtration idea can also be generalized to other functional statistical models, such
as functional regression, classification and functional times series models.
Key words: Functional principal component, Community detection, Dimension
reduction, Multivariate functional data, Network filtration, Unsupervised learning, Weighted network.
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1.1

Introduction
Data description and statistical challenges

This work is motivated by a neuroscience project conducted by co-author (R. D. Frostig,
UC Irvine) where the goal is to study the impact of an extreme shock (such as a stroke)
on the functional organization of the rat brain. The experiment, described in Wann
(2017), simulated ischemic stroke by clamping the medial cerebral artery. Brain activity
was continuously monitored over several hours through the local field potential (LFP)
recordings from 32 micro-tetrodes that were directly implanted onto the rat cortex. In
this experimental set-up, two phases or groups of the LFP recording were considered:
pre-stroke onset and post-stroke onset (post-clamping).
In the experiment, the researchers focused on the 10-minute period around stroke onset
(5 minutes immediately prior to the stroke onset and 5 minutes during the post-stroke
onset phase). The LFP data was segmented into separate epochs where each epoch
corresponds to 1-second quasi-stationary recordings. Thus, each of the pre-stroke and
post-stroke onset phases consists of 300 multivariate (32-dimensional) functional curves.
Figure 1 displays one pre-stroke onset epoch from the first 15 tetrodes and Figure 2
shows the placement of the micro-tetrodes. The plots convey that the trajectories from
some tetrodes share similar variation patterns due to the spatial correlation, while individual variation features also exist across tetrodes. Therefore the functional principal
components of some tetrodes should be similar, but not identical since the signals captured by specific tetrodes should also present their own unique features of variation
pattern.

Figure 1: One pre-stroke onset epoch (1 second) of the first 15 tetrodes
2

These LFPs are zero-mean signals, and thus to study the impact of stroke on rat brain,
we will specifically examine the changes in the covariance structure of epoch trajectories by studying the pre-stroke and post-stroke onset epochs separately. Here, we say
“covariance structure” instead of “covariance operator” because the major interest here
is the variation pattern instead of variability level.

Figure 2: Placement of the 32 microtetrodes in the cortex of the rat. There are 8
columns (blue) of micro-tetrodes, each column having 4 layers (red) over a cortical
patch (Wann (2017)).
The goal here is to develop a statistical method that extracts both (i) common components across all tetrodes for pre-stroke and post-stroke onset epochs separately and
(ii) idiosyncratic or tetrode-specific unique components. As the functional principal
components of different tetrodes can be quite similar due to the synchronization phenomenon, it is possible to obtain a much more parsimonious filt-fPC representation by
employing common components across different tetrodes.

1.2

Existing fPCA methods for multivariate functional data

Functional data analysis is an active area driven primarily by its wide range of potential applications. Due to the infinite dimensionality of functional data, one of the
fundamental techniques in analyzing functional data is dimension reduction. Functional
principal component analysis (fPCA), as described in Ramsay & Silverman (2004), is
a widely-applied dimension reduction technique for functional data analysis because it
gives the optimal approximation of functions with respect to the integrated square error
of reconstruction, and at the same time yields results that are easily interpretable in
the sense that it captures the principal directions of variation.
In many experiments, multiple functional trajectories are collected simultaneously for
a sample of subjects or experimental units. Such type of functional data are called
as multivariate functional data. Statistical methods for multivariate functional data
need to be developed to account for the simultaneous variation of multiple groups of
functions, which, in our application, might be correlated across tetrodes within both
the pre-stroke and post-stroke onset phases. However, there are only a few methods
that are appropriate for this type of functional data.
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Applying ordinary univariate fPCA to all groups together may not be suitable for multivariate functional data, especially when there is substantial variation in the covariance
functions of different groups of functions, and employing group-wise fPCs for each group
may lead to a huge number of fPCs when the number of groups is large. In addition,
univariate fPCA ignore the dependence between components of the multivariate functional data. Several methods for multivariate functional principal component analysis
have been recently developed. Kayano & Konishi (2009) developed functional principal
component analysis for multivariate functions with Gaussian-shape basis. Berrendero
et al. (2011) proposed the multivariate principal component with functional scores.
Chiou et al. (2014) and Jacques & Preda (2014) proposed the multivariate principal
component which describe the variation pattern of multiple groups jointly, and Happ &
Greven (2018) developed the multivariate functional principal component for functions
defined over different domains. Di et al. (2009) proposed multilevel functional principal
components which explain the variability within and between different groups of functions, and Di et al. (2014) extended this to sparse sampled multilevel functional data.
Greven et al. (2011) developed a similar framework of longitudinal functional principal component by combining the covariance of within-subject and between-subject
components.
There are also methods on principal component analysis of multiple multivariate data.
Common principal component analysis (CPCA, see e.g. Flury (1984), Benko et al.
(2009)) and partial common principal component analysis (PCPCA, see e.g. Flury
(1987), Schott (1999), Wang et al. (2019)) aim to find the common principal component
for multi-group multivariate data. Crainiceanu et al. (2011) proposed a population
value decomposition (PVD) procedure, and the common eigenvectors are obtained from
concatenated individual eigenvectors. Lock et al. (2013) and Feng et al. (2018) proposed
JIVE and AJIVE procedures to extract common and individual components for multiblock data. Unlike these methods, our method is developed for functional data.
Compared to the existing multivariate functional principal components analysis (MfPCA) proposed in Chiou et al. (2014) and Happ & Greven (2018), our proposed filtrated
principal components (filt-fPC) analysis consists of multiple sets of scores. The MfPCA
method in Chiou et al. (2014) can be viewed as the univariate fPCA on concatenated
functions. In other words, their MfPCA method is equivalent to univariate fPCA
method on concatenated functions and employ one single set of concatenated principal
components for all groups of data. In contrast, our proposed filt-fPC simultaneously
extracts both common and individual features. Thus, the proposed filt-fPC has the
advantage of giving a more detailed analysis.
It must be emphasized that, unlike CPCA and PCPCA, the main goal of this paper
is not to find the actual common principal components across different groups of data.
Instead, we aim to develop an easy-to-implement dimension reduction algorithm for
multivariate functional data simultaneously and efficiently, and reveal the potential
dependence between different groups. Specifically, we wish the approximation of filtfPCs of all groups are efficient with respect to integrated square error, and meanwhile,
extract common features of different groups. We understand it is tempting to find
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the actual common principal components, however, in practice, the actual common
principal components do not necessarily account for much variability for each group.
Thus instead of finding the potentially trivial actual common principal components,
we propose another type of “common principal component” which is more practically
useful.
Thus our method leads to a more detailed and sophisticated analysis, in the sense that
our approach reveals both the individual features and the dependence between different
groups of functions. Moreover, a weakness of the current univariate representation of
multiple functional data is that it does not guarantee that all groups of functions are
approximated well. The advantage of the filt-fPC over the longitudinal-type fPC (see
e.g. Di et al. (2009) and Greven et al. (2011)) is that filt-fPCs are a series of orthonormal
basis for each group, which then implies that the spaces of different components are
completely separated. By the orthogonality property of the filt-fPCs, the fPC scores can
be obtained by taking the inner product. Thus it is easier to obtain the scores for filtfPCs compared with longitudinal-type fPCs, which usually needs further complicated
steps to obtain the scores as the fPCs are not orthogonal. The thus obtained filt-fPC
scores can be important in further statistical inference and modeling, such as regression
and classification.

1.3

The proposed filt-fPC method

In this article, we propose a new algorithm to obtain principal components of multivariate functional data. The filt-fPC is a data-driven method that extracts the principal
components via filtrations with different thresholds. At each filtrations step, we extract
the common filtrated principal component of multiple groups of functions.
Inspired by the idea of multi-thresholding in network analysis, we build on this to find
the hierarchically nested structure of variation pattern. Chung et al. (2017) applied
a similar idea called graph filtration to measure the similarity of different weighted
networks. However, they proposed to try all possible thresholds, which is not suitable
in our case, as one of the goals here is to reduce the dimension, and if we try all
possible thresholds, the dimension will be extremely large, leading to computational
intractability. Thus we need to carefully specify the thresholds, and we propose a
data-adaptive approach in Section 3.3.
The hierarchical tree structure of filt-fPCs is visualized in Figure 3. The filt-fPCs
typically capture the common variation patten of partial groups, where the filt-fPCs
in the first layer capture the most common principal components. Over the sequence
of filtrations, the groups will be separated into more smaller communities where the
common principal components are obtained. Therefore, the obtained filt-fPCs tend to
explain more idiosyncratic variation features.
Typically, two sets of groups will share some common filt-fPCs if two qualitative conditions hold: 1). They share similar variation patterns; 2). The shared patterns account
5
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Figure 3: Hierarchical tree structure of filt-fPC. The filt-fPCs in different rectangle
of the same layer explain the common variation pattern for different communities of
groups. Generally, there can be multiple communities in the first layer.
for a sufficient large proportion of variability. These conditions may lead to marginal
increase of total number of filt-fPCs, since the actual common principal components
may be trivial, and in our procedure, common filt-fPCs can be detected only when they
are not trivial for the groups where the they are employed. The common and trivial
components will be discarded without much loss.
The proposed filt-fPC method has the following advantages, which will be demonstrated
in simulations and analysis of the rat LFP trajectories:
1. It efficiently reduces the dimension of multivariate functional trajectories with
much less principal components compared to ordinary group-wise fPC.
2. It produces functional principal components that are easy to interpret.
3. It produces functional principal components that will potentially reveal both the
dependence and difference of various groups of functions.
4. It produces basis functions that are orthonormal within each group and thus
greatly reduces computational burden.
Lastly, we would like to emphasize that this paper is a start point of applying filtration
technique to functional data. The same strategy can be also adapted to many functional
data models and problems, such as functional linear regression model, functional autoregressive model, and functional classification problem with multivariate functional
data. This technique is useful especially when the sample size is limited, which is often
the case in real data analysis of functional data.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some preliminaries of functional data. Section 3 presents the filtration procedure, a new community
detection algorithm, and the computing procedure of filtrated functional principal component. Section 4 presents some simulation results. Section 5 presents the real data
6

analysis on the local field potential of rat brain activity. Conclusions and summaries
are made in Section 6.

2

Preliminaries of functional data

The notation X(t) ∈ LpH = LpH (Ω, A, P) indicates that, for some p > 0, a H-valued
function X(t) satisfies E{kX(t)kp } < ∞, and here H = L2 [0, 2]. In what follows, we
assume all trajectories {Xk (t) : k ∈ N} being functionsR defined in the Hilbert space
1
L2 [0, 1], where the inner product is defined as hx, yi = 0 x(t)y(t)dt, and the norm is
R1
defined as kxk2 = 0 x(t)2 dt < ∞. If X(t) ∈ L1H , we define the mean function by µ(t) =
E{X(t)}, and if X(t) ∈ L2H , we define the covariance operator Γ : L2 [0, 1] → L2 [0, 1]
by Γ(x(t)) = E[hX − µ, xi(X − µ)(t)], where x(t) ∈ L2 [0, 1]. By the Mercer’s theorem,
we have the following expression for the symmetric positive-definite compact operator
Γ(x),
∞
X
Γ(x) =
λj hνj , xiνj (t),
x ∈ L2 [0, 1]
j=1

where {λj : j ∈ N+ } are the positive eigenvalues (in strictly descending order) and
{νj (t) : j ∈ N+ } are the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions, so that Γ(νj ) = λj νj
and kνj k = 1. {νj (t) : j ∈ N+ } forms a sequence of orthonormal bases for L2 [0, 1].
Let {Xn (t) : n ∈ N} be a sequence of functional trajectories with mean function µ and
covariance operator Γ(x), then by the statement of Karhunen-Loève theorem, under
mild conditions, Xn (t) admits the representation
∞
X
Xn (t) = µ(t) +
hXn − µ, νj iνj (t),

n ∈ N.

j=1

The coefficients {hXn − µ, νj i : j ∈ N+ } in this expansion are called the fPC scores of
Xn (t). Suppose that we have N samples X1 (t), . . . , XN (t), then in practice we usually
estimate µ pointwisely by
N
1 X
Xn (t),
µ̂(t) =
N n=1

t ∈ [0, 1],

and the covariance operator by
N
1 X
b
Γ(x(t))
=
hXn − µ̂, xi(Xn − µ̂)(t),
N n=1

x ∈ L2 [0, 1].

Now we define a Hilbert space M = (L2 [0, 1])G for multivariate functional data X =
(X1 , . . . , XG ) as a compact metric space equipped with the inner product hX1 , X2 iM =
G
P
fv hX1v , X2v i. In this definition, (f1 , . . . , fG ) is a set of fixed constants, indicating
v=1

the importance of different components of X , and fv ≥ 0.
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For a community C including partial elements of X , the common filtrated functional
principal component is defined as
X
arg min
fv EkXv − hXv , φiXv k2 .
kφk=1

v∈C

The following proposition indicates how to find the filt-fPC given a community C.
Proposition 1. Let X ∈ M, where each
integrable random
P element Xv is squared
2
2
process in L [0, 1]. The minimizer of
fv EkXv − hXv , φiφk under kφk = 1 is the
i∈C
P
first eigenfunction of the symmetric positive definite operator
fv Γv (·), where Γv (·) =
i∈C

E{hXv , ·iXv }.
Remark 1. Proposition 1 indicates how
P to obtain the filt-fPCs given a community
P b
structure. In practice, we can replace
fv Γv (·) with its empirical version
fv Γv (·),
v∈C

v∈C

and set its first eigenfunction as
Theorem 3.1 in
Pthebfilt-fPC of community C. By P
Hormann and Kokoszka (2010),
fv Γv (·) is a consistent estimator of
fv Γv (·) under
v∈C

v∈C

some mild conditions.

3
3.1

Network model and filtrated fPCA
The filt-fPC representation

Recall that there are multiple groups of functions in our experiment for both the prestroke and the post-stroke onset phase, and our primary aim is to find the principal
components that jointly explain the variability of multiple groups in a filtrating manner, i.e., obtain the common fPCs for each of the tree-structured communities. The
first principal components capture the most significant common variation pattern, and
as over the sequence of the filtration, the filt-fPCs tend to reveal localized (smaller
communities of groups) patterns and idiosyncratic individual variation features.
Now define Xvn (t) to be the n-th function in group v for v = 1, . . . , G, n = 1, . . . , N .
In our application, G = 32, corresponding to 32 tetrodes, and N = 300 corresponding
to 300 epochs. The key idea of filt-fPC is to represent {Xvn (t) : v = 1, . . . , G, n =
1, . . . , N } in the following form,
Xvn (t) = µv (t) +

∞
X

(c

)

(c

)

hXvn − µv , φd v,d iφd v,d (t),

(3-1)

d=1

where cv,d is the community index of group v in the d-th layer.
Here, we define a community as the set of groups where the same filt-fPC are employed
for all the groups in that set, and we develop a novel thresholding–detection method to
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find the communities for each filt-fPC, as will be discussed in Section 3.2 and 3.3. µv is
the mean function of the v-th tetrode epochs, which is zero in our project since LPFs
(c )
(c )
always oscillate near zero. (φ1 v,1 , φ2 v,2 , . . .) are a series of orthonormal basis functions,
(c )
and hence adaptive to the unique feature of each layer. {hXvn − µv , φd v,d i : d ∈ N+ }
are the filt-fPC scores of group v.
Remark 2. Expression (3-1) is not the most efficient representation for each single
set v, but presents a parsimonious basis representation for the G groups jointly. The
number of filt-fPCs would be very small if most groups are clustered into the same
community, and in this case, the common variation patterns dominate the functions
across all groups.

3.2

Weighted brain network and multi-thresholding

A preliminary step prior to finding the common filt-fPCs is to evaluate the similarity
of the covariance structures. We motivate our approach by first developing the notion
of similarity through a weighted network model. A weighted network model is a triple
(N, E, ω), where N is the node set, E is the edge set, and ω is the set of edge weights.
Here, the edge set E is defined to be complete if every pair of nodes are connected
to each other, which is the case in our application, and ω represents the strength of
the connection between each pair of nodes in N , which is potentially related to group
dependence. In our application, the nodes represent tetrodes, edges can be viewed as
the existence of functional connectivity between two nodes, and edge weights evaluate
the similarity of covariance structures. In our application, a small value of edge weight
indicates similar variation patter.
The principle is that, if two nodes are connected, then the two groups of functions are
considered to share some similar variation patterns. Over the sequence of filtrations,
more edges are truncated with increasing thresholds, which indicates the common components disappear or become trivial and the filt-fPCs extract more distinctive variation
pattern of smaller communities.
The first step is to specify a sequence of positive thresholds {τd : d ≥ 1} in strictly
decreasing order, and the number of thresholds is identical to the number of the filtrated
principal components of each group. For each d, we truncate the edge weights as follows

ωij ,
if ωij ≤ τd
d
ωij =
0,
if ωij > τd .
where i, j = 1, . . . , G, and then apply our proposed community detection algorithm (see
Section 3.4) to separate the nodes into different disjoint communities.
Figure 4 presents an toy example of multi-thresholding, where in the second thresholding, the nodes are separated into three communities, and thus we have 3 filt-fPCs in
the second layer. The last threshold truncates all the edges, so that all nodes are not
connected, and the thus obtained filt-fPCs explain the idiosyncratic variation pattern
9

of each individual group. In our method, the thresholds are selected in a data-adaptive
way. More details will be discussed in Section 3.3.

Figure 4: Multi-thresholded networks. In the original weighted network, there are only
two values of edge weight, say, 0.9,0.2, and the thresholds are 1,0.6 and 0.1 corresponding to the three subfigures.
The edge weight ω should be a reasonable measure of the similarity between different
covariance functions. In our application, we define the weight of edge adjacent to
nodes i and j, ωij , as ωij = kCi − Cj kS , where Ci isPthe scaled covariance operator of the
trajectories of the i-th group, defined as Ci = Γi / j≥1 λij , and λij is the j-th eigenvalue
of covariance operator of the i-th group Γi , and k·kS denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
The scaling step prevents the groups with high variability from overly laying influence
on the filt-fPCs.

3.3
3.3.1

Selection of community structure
Generalized information criterion

Motivated by generalized information criterion (GIC, Nishii (1984)), we propose a penalized criterion, which follows the format: measure of model fitting + tuning parameter
× measure of model complexity. Specifically, for a given community structure Cα , we
define the GIC value to be
)
( N D
G
X
XX
(c )
(3-2)
fv
hXvn , φd α i2 + λN (ℵCα,1:D ),
GIC(Cα,1:D ) = −N −1
v=1

n=1 d=1

where ℵCα is the cardinal (the total number of communities) of Cα . The optimal
community is defined as the minimizer of GIC(·). Notationally, Cα,1:D represents the
first D layers of community structure Cα .
To illustrate the large-sample property of the selected community structure, we introduce the following concepts. Let {φvd : d ≥ 1} being the ordinary fPCs of the v-th
group, and the following concept quantifies the difference between the filt-fPCs and
ordinary fPCs.
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eτ is called
Definition 1 (τ -oracle community structure). A community structure C
τ -oracle community structure (τ -oracle CS) if the following conditions are satisfied.

G D
PP
(c
)
v,d
1). E
(hXvn , φvd i2 − hXvn , φd i2 ) = O(D−τ );
v=1 d=1

eτ has the minimal cardinal among all the community structures satisfying 1).
2). C
We classify the community structures into three categories Hτ,− (under-fitted), Hτ and
Hτ,+ (over-fitted), defined respectively as
(
( G D
)
)
XX
(c )
Hτ,− = Cα : σα,D := E
(hXvn , φvd i2 − hXvn , φd v,d i2 ) = O(D−β1,α ), β1,α < τ ,
v=1 d=1

(
Hτ =

Cα : σα,D := E

( G D
XX

)
(c

)

(hXvn , φvd i2 − hXvn , φd v,d i2 )

)
= O(D−τ ) ,

v=1 d=1

(
Hτ,+ =

Cα : σα,D

)
( G D
)
XX
(cv,d ) 2
2
−β2,α
:= E
(hXvn , φvd i − hXvn , φd i ) = O(D
), β2,α > τ .
v=1 d=1

To establish the consistency of the criterion, we make the following regularity assumptions. In the following, “const.” signifies a positive constant.
Assumption 1. {Xvn (t) : n ≥ 1} is L4 − m-approximable process for any v, and
2
max EXvn
(t) < ∞ for any v.
t∈[0,1]

Assumption
2. For an arbitrary subset U ⊆ {1, . . . , G}, the eigenvalues of the operator
P
2
v∈U Γv (x), x ∈ L [0, 1], are distinct.
Assumption 3. For each v, the covariance operator Cv (x) admits the spectral decomposition
X
Cv (x)(t) =
θvj hφvj , xiφvj (t),
j≥1

and there exists some κ > 1, so that inf v (θvj − θv,j+1 ) ≥ const.j −κ .
Assumption 4. There exists some  > 0, so that inf α |β1,α −τ | >  and inf α |β2,α −τ | > .
−τ
For two arbitrary community structure Cα1 , Cα2 ∈ Hτ , |σα1 ,D − σα2 ,D | = o(DN
).
Assumption 5. DN = N 1/γ , γ > 2(κ + τ + 1), τ /γ < 1/2.
Assumption 1 indicates that the functions in all the groups are weakly dependent (see
Hörmann et al. (2010)). Assumption 2 and 3 assures the identifiability of the filt-fPCs.
Assumption 4 assure the identifiability of the τ -oracle CS. Assumption 5 includes all
the regularity conditions on the decay rate of the tuning parameter. γ > 2(κ + τ + 1)
prevents the estimation error to be overly large.
eτ,1:d as the difference of community number in
Notationally, define ∆ℵτα,d = ℵCα,1:d − ℵC
the first d layers. With the Assumption (1)—(6), we can develop the theorem displayed
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below, which literally illustrates the conditions under which the τ -oracle CS can be
found with probability 1 asymptotically, but essentially demonstrates how the selection
of the tuning parameters influences the efficiency of the filt-fPCs.
Theorem 1. Suppose that Assumption (1)—(6) hold, and Hτ 6= ∅, if the two conditions
below hold
λN < O(min{|∆ℵτα,DN |−1 N −β1,α /γ }),
α

λN > O(max{|∆ℵτα,DN |−1 }N −τ /γ ),
α

Cα ∈ H−
Cα ∈ H+ ,

b by minimizing (3-2) satisfies P (C
b=C
eτ ) → 1 as
the selected community structure C
N → ∞.
Remark 3. Theorem 1 provides some guidance of how to select the tuning parameter
λN and dimension DN as the sample size grows larger. The cardinal difference ∆ℵτα,DN
depends on the community detection algorithm, which is an unsupervised learning
process. Our community detection algorithm will be developed in Section 3.4.
Remark 4. Practically, for a given D, cross-validation (CV) is always a good method
for selecting the tuning parameter. In each CV iteration b, we can spare some data to
calculate the total residual mean of squares (TRMS),
X
v≥1

−1

(#I(b)B)

B X
X

(D) 2
kRvn
k,

b=1 n∈I(b)

over all iterations (B is the number of iterations, I(b) is the training set in the b iteration,
and # signifies the set size) and select the tuning parameter so that the TRMS is decent
and the corresponding community structure is parsimonious.

3.3.2

Iterative selection of thresholds

Since optimal, exhaustive community selection is hard to implement, we develop an
iterative procedure to select the thresholds which determine the community structure.
How to select the thresholds for truncating the weighted edges remains an open question.
A typical selection criterion in network analysis is to select thresholds so that a desired
or persistent network structure is preserved. This is a feasible method if pre-knowledge
of communities are available. However, in practice, such pre-knowledge is not always
available and a data-adaptive method is necessary for general cases.
The goal of filt-fPCs is to find a decent parsimonious approximation for all groups of
functions. Without loss of generality, it is assumed µv = 0 for all v ≥ 1. Therefore, we propose the following iterative GIC selection procedure, which is regularized
by the number of communities in each layer. Denote the filt-fPC score as Zvn,d =
d
P
(c )
(c )
(c )
(d−1)
(d)
hRvn , φd v,d i, where Rvn (t) = Xvn −
hXvn , φj v,j iφj v,j , then the GIC value at
j=1
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layer d can be expressed as
(c )
GIC(φd v,d :

v = 1, . . . , G) = −

G
X

(
fv

v=1

N −1

N
X

)
2
Zvn,d

+ κN (d)ℵCd ,

n=1

where κN (d) is typically a decreasing function with respect to d. We propose to minimize
the above quantity to determine the community structure for layer d. Supposing the
(d−1)-th threshold is τd−1 , the d-th threshold is searched along the interval [0, τd−1 ]. To
save computational burden, the thresholds are selected from finite threshold candidates,
where each candidate truncates at least one more edge than the smaller candidates.
biter . The
Denote the community structure selected by the iterative GIC procedure as C
following theorem demonstrates that, under some regularity conditions on {κN (d) : d ≥
1}, the iteratively selected community structure will not fall into the under-fitted class
if the sample size is large enough, which theoretically guarantees the good performance
of the proposed iterative procedure.
P
Theorem 2. Suppose that Assumption (1)—(6) hold and λN = d≥1 κN (d) satisfies
the conditions in Theorem 1. If N −1 sup κ−2
N (d) → 0, then asymptotically almost surely,
d≥1

biter ∈
C
/ Hτ,−
Remark 5. By Assumption 5, it follows that N −1 λ−2
N → 0, and the assumption
−2
−1
N sup κN (d) → 0 restricts that the tuning parameter κN (d) in each layer d is not
d≥1

selected overly small.
P This theorem tells us that, as the GIC criterion with the tuning
parameter λN =
κN (d) yields the τ -oracle community structure, the iterative selecd≥1

tion procedure is guaranteed to produce decent community structure for better filt-fPC
approximation with respect to the approximation error.
Remark 6. The selection of κN (d) is typically influenced by two main factors, that
is, the overall decay rate of eigenvalues of Γv ’s, and the total variability of G groups of
functions. For example, if we set κN (d) = αd−β , which is determined by two constant
parameters α, β, then α is related to the overall variability of all groups of functions,
and β is related to the overall decay rate of the eigenvalues of the covariance operators.

3.4

Centroid-based community detection

Community detection, or graph partition, is a widely-accepted tool to reveal the hidden
relation among nodes in a network. A popular principle of the existing community
detection algorithm for weighted network is making the node within a community more
connected than nodes in different communities. The result of such algorithm is that the
total edge weights within a community is typically significantly smaller (if small value
of edge weight indicates stronger connection) than that of edges connecting different
communities (see e.g. Lu et al. (2013), Shen et al. (2016) and Palowitch et al. (2017)).
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However, in this paper, our goal is to find the common principal components that
jointly explain the variation of different groups in a filtrating way, and the community
detection is implemented multiple times, thus it is not necessary to require that the
intra-community degree (summation of weights within a community) is significantly
smaller than between-community degree for a specific layer. This motivates us to find
a new community detection algorithm.
Here we define the centroid node vc as the node of which the degree (node degree is
defined as the summation of weight of edges adjacent to the node) is minimal, and the
community Cvc as the collection of nodes that are connected to the centroid node vc
(including the centroid node). Specifically, for a network (N, E, ω), the communities
and the centroid nodes are defined as the solution to the following optimization problem
X
X
ωvci j ,
(#Evci )−1
(Cvci , vci : i ≥ 1) = arg
min
Cvci ⊆N,vci ∈N

i≥1

j∈Cvci

where #Evc denotes the number of edges adjacent to the centroid node vc in Cvc . In
practice, the solution is obtained iteratively over all possible centroid nodes vc and
communities Cvc . Specifically, we iterate between detecting the centroid node of a
community, and expanding the community by finding all the nodes connected to the
centroid node. The pseudo code of the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. where “∼”
signifies adjacency.
During the iteration, the number of communities may decrease as some communities
could be included by others. Some nodes may be assigned to multiple communities,
and we re-assign such nodes to the community where they have smaller node degree
(step 16–21). #C denotes the number of nodes in community C.
Remark 7. The idea of the community detection algorithm comes from the fact that,
given C1 , C2 , C3 , if kC1 − C2 kS and kC2 − C3 kS are small, then kC1 − C3 kS should also be
small by the triangular inequality of the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.

3.5

Filtrated functional principal component

In this section, we introduce how to obtain the filtrated functional principal components
for each community. Let Xvn (t) be the n-th epoch trajectory obtained from the v-th
tetrode. Suppose C11 , C12 , . . . are the communities in the first layer, then the common
filt-fPC of groups in C1i , φ1i , is defined as:
N
(1)
X X
fv
hXvn , φi2 ,
φ1i = arg max
kφk=1
N
v∈C n=1

for v ∈ C1i , i = 1, 2, . . . .

1i

(d)

where fv

is the positive weight of group v in the d-th layer.

To make the filtrated principal components corresponding to each group orthogonal,
(1)
we propose to obtain the second filt-fPC from the projection residuals, say, Rvn =
14

Algorithm 1 Community detection
1: Set k = 1, Nr = N , M = 0.
2: while M < G do
3:
Set the node with the most adjacent edges in Nr to be the
centroid node vck .
4:
for v in Nr \ vck do
5:
If v ∼ vck , assign v to Cvck .
6:
end for
7:
Set M = M + #Cvck , Nr = Nr \ Cvck , k = k + 1.
8: end while
9: Set Cvc1 , . . . , Cvck as the initial communities.
10: Repeat 11-22 till convergence:
11: for ` in 1, . . . , k do (
)
P
ωij
12:
Set vc` = arg min
i∈Cvc`

13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

j∼i,j∈Cvc`

for j in N \ vc` do
If j is connected to vc` , assign j to Cvc` .
end for
for `1 , `2 in 1 : k and `1 6= `2 do
if Cvc`1 ∩ Cvc`2 6= ∅, then
Assign v ∈ Cvc`1 ∩ Cvc`2 to Cvc`1 ,
P
P
ωvj , otherwise to Cvc`2 .
ωvj < (#Cvc`2 )−1
if (#Cvc`1 )−1
j∈Cvc`

20:
21:
22:
23:

j∈Cvc`

1

2

end if
end for
end for
return the non-empty communities in Cvc1 , . . . , Cvck .

Xvn − hXvn , φ1i iφ1i , for v ∈ C1i . The second filt-fPCs are obtained by maximizing the
following quantities,
φ2i = arg max

kφk=1

N
(2)
X X
fv
v∈C2i n=1

N

(1)
hRvn
, φi2 ,

for v ∈ C2i , i = 1, 2, . . . .

Then repeat this projection-maximization procedure till the filt-fPCs are found for all
communities of all layers. As illustrated in Proposition 1, the maximizer of the objective
function
N
(d)
X X
fv
(d−1)
hRvn
, φi2
N
v∈C n=1
di

is the first eigenfunction of the weighted sum of covariance operators

P
v∈Cdi

(d)

where Γv (·) = N −1

N
P

(d−1)

{Rvn

(d−1)

hRvn

, ·i}, d ≥ 2.

n=1
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(d) b (d)
fv Γ
v (·),

(c

)

Proposition 2. The filtrated principal components {φd v,d , d ≥ 1} are orthonormal for
any v ≥ 1.
This proposition is important in the sense that, each filt-fPC pertains to a unique
variation feature, and in the finite-dimensional projection of functional linear models,
orthonormality avoids cross terms and leads to a concise finite-dimensional representation.

4

Simulation studies

The goal here is to investigate the performance of the proposed filt-fPC method for
analyzing simulated multivariate functions. In the simulations, samples were generated
5
P
ξvn,d φvd (t), where φvd (t) are orthonormal basis
from the following model Xvn (t) =
d=1

across v and d. 500 functions were simulated for each of the 16 groups. To obtain
{φvd (t) : v ≥ 1, d ≥ 1}, we first randomly simulated 22 functions with 23 Fourier
functions {Fi (t) : i = 1, . . . , 23},

1,
if i = 1,
 √
2
cos(2πkt),
if
i = 2k,
Fi (t) =
 √
2 sin(2πkt),
if i = 2k + 1,
and then applied Gram-Schmidt process to obtain 22 orthonormal basis functions
{B1 (t), . . . , B22 (t)}. The scores {ξvn,d : d = 1, . . . , 5} are independent and follow normal
distribution N (0, 1.2−d ) for v = 1, . . . , 12, and N (0, 1.2d−6 ), for group v = 13, . . . , 16.
The five basis functions employed to generate functions in each group are shown in
Table 1.
v
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

φvd (t), d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
B1 (t) B2 (t) B3 (t) B4 (t) B5 (t)
B1 (t) B2 (t) B3 (t) B4 (t) B6 (t)
B1 (t) B2 (t) B7 (t) B8 (t) B9 (t)
B1 (t) B2 (t) B7 (t) B8 (t) B10 (t)
B1 (t) B11 (t) B12 (t) B13 (t) B14 (t)
B1 (t) B11 (t) B12 (t) B15 (t) B16 (t)
B1 (t) B11 (t) B17 (t) B18 (t) B19 (t)
B1 (t) B11 (t) B20 (t) B21 (t) B22 (t)

v
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

φvd (t), d = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
B1 (t) B2 (t) B3 (t) B4 (t) B5 (t)
B1 (t) B2 (t) B3 (t) B4 (t) B6 (t)
B1 (t) B2 (t) B7 (t) B8 (t) B9 (t)
B1 (t) B2 (t) B7 (t) B8 (t) B10 (t)
B1 (t) B11 (t) B12 (t) B13 (t) B14 (t)
B1 (t) B11 (t) B12 (t) B15 (t) B16 (t)
B1 (t) B11 (t) B17 (t) B18 (t) B19 (t)
B1 (t) B11 (t) B20 (t) B21 (t) B22 (t)

Table 1: Basis functions of different groups

The GIC criterion was employed to iteratively detect the community structure, and the
penalty term follows the format λd = αd−β . The selected candidates for α are 0.05, 0.1,
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0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and for β are 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4. Here we used the ratio
R=

16 X
500
X

(5) 2
k
kRvn

X
16 X
500

kXvn k2

v=1 n=1

v=1 n=1

to evaluate the approximation performance of the estimated filt-fPCs. The corresponding ratio R according to different pairs of α, β are displayed in Table 2.
β
α
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.5

1
0.0415 (42)
0.0297 (31)
2.0756 (25)
4.9863 (22)
15.5799 (13)

1.1
0.0415
0.0297
2.0756
2.0756
9.5763

1.2
(42)
(31)
(25)
(25)
(17)

0.0415
0.0297
2.0756
2.0756
8.1039

1.3
(42)
(31)
(25)
(25)
(18)

0.0415
0.0297
0.0316
2.0756
4.9864

1.4
(42)
(31)
(30)
(25)
(22)

0.0415
0.0297
0.0297
2.0756
4.9864

(42)
(31)
(31)
(25)
(22)

Table 2: R values (‰) according to each pair of α, β, the value in the perenthesis is
the total number of filt-fPCs.

A reasonable selection of α, β is 0.2, 1.3, and the corresponding community structure is
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

layer :
layer :
layer :
layer :
layer :

C1 –C16 .
C1 –C4 , C9 –C12 ; C5 –C8 , C13 –C15 ; C16 .
C1 , C2 , C9 , C10 ; C3 , C4 , C11 , C12 ; C5 , C13 ; C6 , C14 ; C7 , C15 ; C8 ; C16 .
C1 , C2 , C9 , C10 ; C3 , C4 , C11 , C12 ; C5 , C13 ; C6 , C14 ; C7 , C15 ; C8 ; C16 .
C1 , C9 ; C2 , C10 ; C3 , C11 ; C4 , C12 ; C5 ; C6 ; C7 ; C8 ; C13 ; C14 ; C15 ; C16 .

Based on the result, we can capture most information of the 16 groups with 30 filt-fPCs
instead of 80 (16 × 5) group-wise functional principal components. The dimension is
significantly reduced with a parsimonious filt-fPC representation. Group 16 is separated
from other groups in the 2nd layer because the difference between B22 (t) and other
Bi (t)’s are more pronounced than others pairs of basis.

5
5.1

The analysis of LFPs of rat brain
Data processing and visualization

The (0, 10)Hz components were extracted from each epoch trajectory, and the filt-fPCs
were found for the (0, 10)Hz components under pre-stroke and post-stroke onset phase
separately. The same procedure can be employed for any other frequency bands. Here
we considered and compared the overall variation pattern difference of pre-stroke and
post-stroke onset epochs. If the potential structural breaks in the covariance structure
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along the sequences are of interest, we can first detect the break points by some methods
(e.g., Jiao et al. (2020)) and apply filt-fPCA to each local quasi-stationary sequence
segmented by the detected break points.
Visualization of post-stroke onset epochs reveals that irregular extreme values occasionally occurs. Therefore, to stabilize the variance of the post-stroke onset recordings,
we applied the square root transformation to the post-stroke onset epochs, and outlier
epochs were removed from each tetrode, where outlier epochs in each group are defined
as those whose norm is beyond the interval [Q1 − 1.5 × IQR, Q3 + 1.5 × IQR], and here
IQR = Q3 − Q1 and Q1 , Q3 are the first and third quantile of the l2 -norm of the epoch
trajectories. Denoting the covariance operator of the trajectories from the v-th tetrode
as Γkv , k = 1, 2, v = 1, . . . , 32, allP
covariance operators are scaled by the summation of
their eigenvalues, say, Ckv = Γkv / λkv,i . Here, k = 1 indicates pre-stroke onset state
i≥1

and k = 2 indicates post-stroke onset state.
Two networks (N, E, ω1 ), (N, E, ω2 ) were constructed for the pre-stroke and post-stroke
epochs separately. The node set N have 32 nodes representing the 32 tetrodes, and edge
set E is complete which means all nodes are connected originally. The Figure 5 displays
the Hilbert Schmidt norm ωk,ij = kCi − Cj kS , k = 1, 2, i, j = 1, . . . , 32, which serve as
the edge weights in the analysis. Figure 6 displays the cell-wise absolute value of edge
weight difference between pre-stroke and post-stroke onset states, say, |ω1,ij − ω2,ij |.

Figure 5: Hilbert-Schmidt norm kCki − Ckj kS , i, j = 1, . . . , 32, k = 1, 2.
From Figure 5 and 6, we can see that after the simulated stroke was induced, the epoch
trajectories from the 32 tetrodes present more similar variation pattern, and we refer to
this phenomenon as “signal-synchronization”. Particularly, tetrode 9 and 10 behaved
very differently from other tetrodes before the simulated stroke, and this discrepancy
diminished to a large extend after the stroke was induced, thus these two tetrodes are
good indicators of real stroke.
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Figure 6: The difference between pre-stroke and post-stroke onset edge weights

5.2

Permutation test on discrepancy of weight matrices

We employed permutation test to test the significance of the discrepancy between weight
matrices ω1 , ω2 . The procedure is now briefly described. The 600 epochs of each tetrode
(b)
are permuted to form new sequences of epochs {Xvn : v = 1, . . . , 32, n = 1, . . . , 600}.
The first 300 epochs of different tetodes were used to calculated the covariance operator
(b)
(b)
Γ1i , and the rest 300 epochs were used to calculated the covariance operator Γ2i , defined
as
300
600
1 X (b) (b)
1 X (b) (b)
(b)
(b)
Γ1i (x) =
Γ2i (x) =
X hXin , xi,
X hXin , xi.
300 n=1 in
300 n=301 in
The covariance functions were scaled by the summation of their eigenvalues to obtain
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
(b)
C1i and C2i , then obtained the Hilbert-Schmidt norm kCki − Ckj kS , denoted as ωk,ij ,
(b)

k = 1, 2. The discrepancy of the matrix ωk

(b)

= {ωk,ij }32
i,j between the first 300 and
(b)

(b)

the rest 300 epochs were evaluated by the Frobenius norm Db = kω1 − ω2 kF . The
procedure was repeated for 200 times, and the Frobenius norm of the original sequences
was found greater than the 95% quantile of D1 , . . . , D200 . Therefore, the discrepancy
of weight matrices is significant, making the following comparison reasonable and necessary.
P Figure 7 shows the average weights of edges adjacent to each node, defined
as j≥1 ωk,ij /32, i = 1, 2, . . . , 32. Generally the weights shrinked after the simulated
stroke due to “signal-synchronization”.

5.3

Community detection and filt-fPCs

The proposed iterative GIC selection procedure was employed to select the community
structure, and the tuning parameters were set to be κ(d) = 0.03 × d−1.8 for both
pre-stroke and post-stroke onset groups to conduct the comparison for the community
structures under the two brain states.
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Figure 7: Means of weights of different tetrodes
Clearly, the covariance structure of different groups after the simulated stroke became
more similar. The signals from some tetrodes are consistently different from those
of other tetrodes, e.g., tetrodes 9, 10, 13, 17, 27. Over the sequence of filtrations,
the 32 tetrodes were separated into more and more communities. Figure 8 and 10
display the community detection result under the two brain states, where the points
with the same color and shape are in the same community. Clearly, after the stroke
was induced, most tetrodes were clustered in the same community, leading to a much
more parsimonious filt-fPC representation. The first four filtrated functional principal
components of pre-stroke and post-stoke onset trajectories are presented in Figure 9
and Figure 11 respectively.
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Figure 8: Community structures of pre-stroke onset epochs

Figure 9: The first 4 filt-fPC of pre-stroke onset epochs
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Figure 10: Community structures of post-stroke onset epochs

Figure 11: The first 4 filt-fPC of post-stroke onset epochs.
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5.4

Approximation efficiency

To demonstrate the efficiency of the filt-fPC representation, we calculated the approximation error of the first D (D = 1, . . . , 20) filt-fPCs for each tetrode v, defined as
evD = N

−1

N
X
n=1

Xvn (t) −

D
X

(c

)

(c

)

hXvn , φd v,d iφd v,d (t) .

d=1

Figure 12 and Figure 13 present the approximation error of the 32 tetrodes with 1–
20 filt-fPCs, and clearly, the performance of the obtained filt-fPCs are typically very
similar to that of ordinary fPCs.

5.5

Summary

Now the real data analysis results are summarized as follows:
• (Efficiency) Typically, the first few filt-fPCs can account for the similar portion
of variance as ordinary fPCs do, and this demonstrate the efficiency filt-fPCs.
• Before the stroke-onset, the epoch trajectories from tetrode 9 and 10 admit much
lower dimensional representation and thus requires less filt-fPCs to approximate,
making these two groups separated from the other tetrodes at the first layer.
After the stroke-onset, the epoch trajectories from these two tetrodes display less
compressed spectral distribution. Thus these two tetrodes are good indicators of
real strokes.
• (Signal-synchronization) Post-stroke onset epochs share much more similar covariance structure than pre-stroke onset epochs, and as a result, we can use much
less filt-fPCs to represent post-stroke onset epoch trajectories.
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Figure 12: Approximation error of pre-stroke onset epochs with 1–20 filt-fPCs. (solid
line: ordinary fPC; dotted line: filt-fPC)
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Figure 13: Approximation error of post-stroke onset epochs with 1–20 filt-fPCs. (solid
line: ordinary fPC; dotted line: filt-fPC)

6

Conclusions

Local field potential (LPF) provides informative brain signals, and are usually collected
from multiple tetrodes inserted on pre-specified patches on the cortex. The trajectories collected from different tetrodes simultaneously can be considered as multivariate
functional data. Similar covariance structure of different tetrodes should be taken into
account. Filt-fPC analysis provides a novel and efficient way to represent multivariate
functional trajectories, e.g., LPF oscillations. We demonstrate how to find the common filtrated functional principal components in this paper. Specifically, we first apply
multi-thresholding to the weighted brain network, established from data to measure
25

the similarity of covariance structure of different groups of functions, and then use our
novel centroid-based community detection algorithm to find the communities, where
one common filtrated principal component is employed for all the groups in the same
community. The application of filt-fPC to local field potentials of rat brain revealed the
synchronization phenomenon after the stroke, which was induced midway in the experiment. The method is suitable for a broad range of data, such as longitudinal functional
data, spatial-temporal data, and brain signals collected from multiple locations on the
brain of an experimental unit.
The idea of this dimensional reduction framework can be employed in many existing
functional models with multivariate functional data, such as (generalized) functional
linear regression model, functional auto-regressive model, functional classification problems. The estimation of these functional linear models are always conducted in a finite
dimensional space spanned by, for example, functional principal component. When the
number of groups is large, group-wise ordinary fPCs may yield the “n < p” problem in
the finite-dimensional projection of the models (see e.g., Ramsay & Silverman (2004)
and Aue et al. (2015)), making it necessary to find a more parsimonious representation
for multivariate functional data. The filtration techniques can help solve such problem, and such methods have several advantages: 1). The method is able to extract the
common variation pattern of different groups of functions, and the overall dimension
of the multivariate functional data can be reduced significantly. 2). The idiosyncratic
variation pattern of each individual group can be preserved. 3). The whole procedure is
totally data-adaptive, and thus is suitable for a broad range of cases. 4). The filtrated
functional principal components are orthogonal to each other for each group, leading
to a concise basis representation.
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